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Abstract
With increasing level of polymer solution involvement in multiphase microdevice for for‐
mation of emulsion and fabrication of functional materials, it is of paramount importance
to systematically understand the relevant physics of droplet formation in non-Newtonian
fluids and how the material formation process may be affected due to the complex rheo‐
logical effect. The chapter aims to review and discuss the recent advances in technologies
that enable fabrication and application of functional materials formed from non-Newtoni‐
an microfluidic multiphase system. Rheological behavior of polymer solutions and the
mathematical models are reviewed. The influence of microstructure on rheological be‐
havior of polymer solutions and the fundamental physical phenomena driving non-New‐
tonian microfluidic multiphase system are discussed. Shear thinning and viscoelastic
effect on breakup dynamics and droplet formation are presented. The microfabrication
process of the device and synthesis of emulsion-templated materials with potential indus‐
trial and biochemical applications are elucidated.
Keywords: non-Newtonian fluid, microfluidic, multiphase system, functional material
1. Introduction
Emulsion is mixture of two immiscible liquids, where one liquid is dispersed as droplets in
another liquid that forms a continuous phase [1]. The availability of a wide range of technol‐
ogies for emulsion generation and manipulation by microfluidic multiphase system has
enabled the applications of microfluidics in a plethora of fields, such as fabrication of core-
shell microspheres and capsules using emulsion droplets as a template for drug encapsulation
and release and generation of jets as precursors of microfibers for application in wound
dressing and tissue engineering. Emulsion can be formed with aqueous/oil multiphase system
or all aqueous multiphase system, both of which involves the use of Newtonian fluids or non-
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Newtonian fluids. In Newtonian fluids such as simple organic liquids, solutions of low-
molecular-weight inorganic salts, molten metals, or salts, the shear stress at steady condition
in laminar flow is linearly proportional to the shear rate, i.e., the tensors that describe the
viscous stress and the strain rate are related by a constant viscosity tensor which is independent
of the stress state and velocity of the flow. In contrast, non-Newtonian fluids possess such
properties that flow curve of shear stress versus shear rate is nonlinear or does not pass through
the origin and the apparent viscosity as defined by shear stress divided by shear rate is not
constant at a given temperature and pressure, as the apparent viscosity is also influenced by
shear rate, the kinematic history of the fluid element, flow conditions, or microchannel
configurations. The ever-expanding applications of microfluidic multiphase technologies
increasingly require the use of non-Newtonian fluids, examples of which in daily life include
cement paste, chocolate, coal slurries, greases and lubricating oils, molten polymer solutions,
and cosmetics and personal care products such as shampoos, shaving foams, and toothpaste.
Non-Newtonian multiphase microsystem has become a subject of intense research and is
widely applied in biomedical engineering, food production, and energy applications. It is
hence important to understand the associated physical phenomena, in particular the way how
non-Newtonian rheological effect will alter breakup dynamics and, in turn, affect droplet
formation, which can be characterized by droplet shape and size, as they are closely related
with droplet stability as well as optical and mechanical properties [2]. For example, the shape
and size of emulsion droplets have significant impacts on the drug release kinetics when they
are used as template to synthesize microcapsules or microparticles for drug delivery [3, 4].
Monodisperse droplets with precisely controlled sizes can be used to deliver an accurate
dosing of contained payload such as drug, flavoring, or chemical reactants [5]. Monodispersity
and size tenability are highly desired to keep droplets exhibiting constant, controlled, and
predictable properties. Nevertheless, the versatility in droplet size control is challenged by
complex rheological properties of non-Newtonian fluids, such as formation of undesirable
satellite droplets due to bead-on-string patterns, as a result of the stretching and thinning of
non-Newtonian liquid filaments. Apart from that, a number of non-Newtonian fluids such as
polymeric solutions, whole blood, or protein solutions with large polymeric molecules often
exhibit elastic property with shear rate-dependent viscosity due to the stretching and coiling
of the polymer chains [6, 7]. Novel applications may arise from non-Newtonian rheological
behaviors [8]. For instance, three-dimensional (3D) focusing of microparticles can be achieved
via an approach combining inertial and elastic forces in viscoelastic solutions [9]. The elasticity
of the focusing fluid can facilitate formation of smaller droplets [10].
In this chapter, we aim to summarize the main technologies for non-Newtonian microfluidic
multiphase system and discuss the recent advances in technologies that enable fabricating and
characterizing functional materials formed from such systems. The chapter will start with
review of rheological behavior of polymer solutions followed by discussion of the fundamental
physical phenomena driving non-Newtonian microfluidic multiphase system where polymer
solutions are involved; non-Newtonian viscosity effect on breakup dynamics and droplet
formation; the techniques employed in device fabrication; and synthesis of emulsion-templat‐
ed materials. Emphasis will be placed on synthesis of functional materials from single
emulsion, double emulsion, or higher order emulsions. Finally we conclude with an outlook
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to the future of the field. This chapter is meant to familiarize readers who may be new to the
field of non-Newtonian microfluidics, as well as those readers who are new to the field of
synthesis of functional materials, and eventually bridge the knowledge gap between the two
disciplinary fields, leading to novel approaches for design of functional materials with tailored
behaviors for specific applications.
2. Rheological characteristics of polymer solutions
Polymer solutions form a class of industrially significant materials exhibiting diversity of non-
Newtonian rheological properties. The system with polymer solutions exhibits a rich spectrum
of interesting and complex characteristics once the polymer molecules begin to interact,
entangle, and knot up with each other. For example, a macromolecule responds to external
force via straightening of chains, disentangling of loose networks, uncoiling and stretching,
etc., in the presence of an imposed flow or force. Brownian effects tend to randomize the flow
units present in such polymeric systems. The significant factors governing the rheological
behavior of a polymeric system are the molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, the
structure of the molecule, their possible configurations, and the chemical composition. The use
of polymer solutions in microfluidic applications requires knowledge and understanding of
their complex behaviors. First, we will review classification of non-Newtonian fluids and the
mathematical models. Subsequently, the influence of microstructure on rheological behavior
of polymer solutions will be discussed.
For an incompressible Newtonian fluid at steady condition in simple shear flow case where a
thin layer of a fluid is contained between two parallel planes which have surface area of A and
are parted by a distance dy, a shear by the application of a force F is exerted on the fluid, the
shear rate may be expressed as the velocity gradient in the direction perpendicular to that of
the shear force, and velocity vector has only one component along x direction with magnitude
varying only in y direction, the shear will be balanced by an equal and opposite internal
frictional force in the fluid:
x
yx yx
dVF
A dyt h hg
æ ö= = - =ç ÷è ø
& (1)
where τ represents shear stress, η the viscosity of fluid of interest, V the velocity, and γ˙ the
shear rate. The first subscript indicates the direction normal to that of shearing surface, while
the second subscript refers to the direction of the force and the flow. The negative sign on the
right hand side of Eq. (1) indicates that τ is a measure of the resistance to motion. Viscosity η
only depends on material of interest, as well as temperature and pressure.
The shear stress for more general 3D case of an incompressible Newtonian fluid may be
expressed for the x plane oriented normal to the x direction as follows [11]:
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Similar sets of equations can be developed for the forces acting on the y and z planes. In each
case, there are two shearing components and one normal component. The nine stress compo‐
nents of a fluid element are shown in Figure 1. τxy =τyx,,nd τyz =τzy, because of the equilibrium
of a fluid element. Each component of normal stress consists of two components: isotropic
pressure and a contribution from flow depending on fluid type:
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where p denotes the isotropic pressure and τxx, τyy, and τzz represent deviatoric normal stresses
of Newtonian fluids or extra stresses of non-Newtonian fluids. For an incompressible New‐
tonian fluid, it is given by
( )13 xx yy zzp P P P= - + + (6)
Figure 1. Stress components in 3D flow.
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Based on Eqs. (5)–(6), it can be derived that
0xx yy zzt t t+ + = (7)
For a Newtonian fluid in simple shear flow,
0xx yy zzt t t= = = (8)
Newtonian fluid thus not only possesses a constant viscosity but also satisfies the condition of
Eq. (8). Boger fluids possess constant shear viscosity but do not conform to Eq. (8); thus they
must be treated as non-Newtonian fluids. Three types of non-Newtonian fluids are ubiqui‐
tously applied and widely investigated [12–14]: (1) time-independent fluids (it can be further
subdivided into three types including shear thinning, viscoplastic thickening, and shear
thickening), (2) time-dependent fluids, and (3) viscoelastic fluids. Since most polymer solutions
possess shear-thinning and viscoelastic behavior, only these rheological properties will be
discussed in this chapter.
2.1. Shear thinning
Pseudoplasticity or shear-thinning behavior is characterized by an apparent viscosity which
decreases with increasing shear rate. However, most shear-thinning polymer solutions and
melts exhibit Newtonian behavior at very low and very high shear rates. The values of the
apparent viscosity at very low and high shear rates are known as the zero shear viscosity, η0,
and the infinite shear viscosity, η∞, respectively. Thus, the apparent viscosity of a shear-
thinning fluid decreases from η0 to η∞ with increasing shear rate. As molecular weight of the
polymer is smaller, or its molecular weight distribution becomes narrower, or as polymer
concentration drops, it will extend the range of shear rate over which the apparent viscosity
is constant. A selection of the more widely used viscosity models is summarized here.
i. The power law or Ostwald de Waele model
The relationship between shear stress and shear rate for a shear-thinning fluid can often be
approximated by a straight line over a limited range of shear rate (or stress) plotted on double
logarithmic coordinates. This part of the flow curve can be modeled by power law or Ostwald
de Waele expression in the following form:
nmt g= & (9)
so the apparent viscosity is thus given by
1nmth gg
-= = && (10)
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In these equations, m and n are two empirical curve-fitting parameters and are known as the
fluid consistency coefficient and the flow behavior index, respectively. The fluid exhibits shear-
thinning properties, Newtonian behavior, and shear-thickening behavior when n<1, n=1, and
n>1, respectively. The smaller the value of n, the greater is the degree of shear thinning. This
model applies for only a limited range of shear rates and therefore the fitted values of m and
n will depend on the range of shear rates considered. The zero and infinite shear viscosities
are not taken into account.
ii. The Carreau viscosity equation
The Carreau viscosity model incorporates both upper and lower limiting viscosities η0 to η∞
and is given by
( )( )( )1 / 22
0
1 nh h lgh h
-
¥
¥
- = +- & (11)
where n and λ are two curve-fitting parameters. This model can describe shear-thinning
behavior over wide ranges of shear rates but only at the expense of the added complexity of
four parameters.
iii. The Cross viscosity equation
This model has also gained wide acceptance and, in simple shear, is written as
0
1
1 nk
h h
h h g
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- =- + & (12)
This model can be reduced to the Newtonian fluid behavior as k approaches 0 or the power
law model as shown in Eq. (10) when η≪η0, and η≫η∞.
2.2. Viscoelastic fluids
Such substances exhibit characteristics of both ideal fluids and elastic solids and show partial
elastic recovery after deformation, as they have the ability to store and recover shear energy.
Examples include polymer melts, polymer and soap solutions, and synovial fluid. The shearing
motion of a viscoelastic fluid gives rise to the first and second normal stress differences N1 and
N2, expressed in terms of two coefficients, ψ1 and ψ2, which for 1D flow are defined by
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At very low shear rates, the first normal stress difference, N1, is normally proportional to the
square of shear rate, and N1 is larger than the shear stress τ at the same value of shear rate.
The ratio of N1 to τ is often taken as a measure of how elastic a liquid is. When recoverable
shear, N1 / 2τ, is greater than 0.5, it indicates a highly elastic behavior of the fluid. The two
normal stress differences are used to categorize a fluid either as purely viscous (N1 =0) or as
viscoelastic, and the magnitude of N1 in comparison with τyx, is often used as a measure of
viscoelasticity. N2 is usually small, with maximum values not exceeding 20% of N1 and with
an opposite sign to N1. Measurement of N2 is difficult and can be done using a special cone-
plate apparatus [12]. N1 is responsible for some spectacular phenomena, such as the Weissen‐
berg effect [6]. The measurement of N1 can be conducted by commercial rotational rheometers.
For the flow of polymer solutions in porous media, extensional effects are often encountered
and the fluid is stretched as the extent and shape of the flow passages change. Elongational
viscosity ηE  is defined as
xx yy xx yy
E
P P t th e e
- -= =& & (14)
where ε˙ is the elongational rate. Elongational viscosity can only be directly measured with
devices like capillary breakup extensional rheometer [15]. The Trouton ratio, Tr , is defined as
..
E
rT hh= (15)
For inelastic isotropic fluids,  Tr  =3 for all values of ε˙ and γ˙, and any deviation from the value
of 3 indicate the existence of viscoelasticity. The Maxwell model is one of widely used linear
viscoelastic models; a mechanical analogue of this model is obtained by series combinations
of a spring and a dashpot. Combining the Hooke’s law of elasticity and Newton’s law of
viscosity, one can obtain
t lt hg+ = && (16)
where τ˙ is the time derivative of τ, η is the viscosity of the dashpot fluid, and λ (=μ/ G) is the
relaxation time, which is a characteristic of the fluid. A more solid-like behavior is obtained
by considering the so-called Voigt model which is represented by the parallel arrangement of
a spring and a dashpot. The fluid total extra stress (τt) is given as the sum of an incompressible
solvent contribution having a viscosity coefficient ηs and a polymer/additive stress contribu‐
tion τp, as
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( ), 2t s D D pII III Dt h t= + (17)
The solvent viscosity coefficient in Eq. (18) has been made to depend on the second and third
invariants (I ID, II ID) of the rate of deformation tensor D, which is defined as
( )12 TD V V= Ñ +Ñ (18)
For viscoelastic fluids, ηs is set to zero for polymer melts or to a nonzero constant when dealing
with a polymer solution based on a Newtonian solvent. Flows in viscoelastic solutions are
governed by the Deborah number, De; the Weissenberg number, Wi; and the elasticity number,
El. The Deborah number is defined as the ratio between the relaxation time of the fluid (λ) and
the time of observation of the flow (tf), such as the duration of the unsteady part of a flow:
f
De t
l= (19)
The Weissenberg number is defined as the product of the relaxation time and a characteristic
rate of deformation of the flow (V/L) and quantifies the nonlinear response of the fluid
VWi Ll= (20)
while El represents the ratio between elastic and inertial effects
2Re
WiEl L
lh
r= = (21)
where ρ is the density. High Wi may lead to onset of elastic instabilities of viscoelastic fluids,
even under creeping flow conditions. For instance, fluids with large polymeric molecules often
exhibit elastic behavior due to the stretching and coiling of the polymeric chains, which
significantly enrich flow behavior [6].
2.3. Microstructure effect to rheology of polymers
The zero shear viscosity of most polymeric systems increases linearly with the molecular
weight below a critical value of the molecular weight, which denotes the onset of entanglement.
The zero shear viscosity scales with molecular weight more significantly with the molecular
weight above this value. The rheology of polymers is also affected by the nature of chains
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whether these are rod-like or coils and springs. For example, the charge-induced repulsive
forces along the polymer chain will straighten the convoluted chain and impart some features
of rod-like systems in the case of a polyelectrolyte in a weak electrolyte solution. Long
molecules are normally randomly oriented at low shear rate, while the molecules become
aligned along the direction of flow when increasing the shear rate progressively. The rheo‐
logical properties are also extremely sensitive to chemical composition. In polymer industry,
it is a common technique for producing new rheological properties by adding fillers. The extent
of modifications of viscosity-shear rate curves for filled systems depends upon the size and
shape of fillers as well as concentration [16]. Blending of polymers can also be used to improve
rheological characteristics as compared to that of the constituents. Such a blend may exhibit
viscosity larger than that of its constituents. Another way to obtain improved mechanical
properties is to create a block copolymer. Such a molecule has long sequences of one type of
polymer connected to long sequences of another polymer and exhibits elastic behavior at room
temperature and ease of flow at high temperatures, leading to wide range of applications.
Surfactant systems also constitute an important class of industrial materials which exhibit
complex rheological behavior. The surfactant molecules have hydrophobic tails and hydro‐
philic heads. When a surfactant like soap or detergent is added to water with concentration
beyond a critical value, micelles comprising several molecules begin to form. The formed
structures have temporary and loose networks which are continuously broken down and
reformed. The shape of micelles includes spherical, rod-like, lamellar sheets and lamellar
droplets, which are subject to several parameters, including temperature, the shape of the
surfactant molecule, and electrolytic nature of water.
3. Non-Newtonian viscosity effect on breakup dynamics and droplet
formation
Emulsion droplets can be passively formed by fluid instabilities using four of the most
prevalent microfluidic geometries found from literature: coaxial [17], flow focusing [18], T
junction [19], and step emulsification [20]. The dynamics of the droplet formation in micro‐
system can be characterized by a transition from dripping to jetting regime, governed by the
Weber number of the dispersed phase, Wein, defining the ratio of inertial force to surface
tension and the capillary number of the continuous phase, Caout, defining the ratio of viscous
force to surface tension:
2
DP DP
in
LVWe r s= (22)
,0CP CP
out
VCa h s= (23)
where L refers to the characteristic dimension of the microsystem and ηCP ,0 is the apparent
viscosity of the non-Newtonian fluid of continuous phase. The subscript “0” refers to zero
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shear rate when a shear-dependent fluid is used, and DP refers to dispersed phase. Formation
regime of droplets and its transition are also studied in glass capillary device, where dripping
regime and jetting regime are dominant and their transition depends on both capillary number
and Weber number [21]. Droplet formation occurs at small Caout and Wein when flows are
dominated by surface tension, while jetting forms at large Caout or Wein when the viscous stress
or the inertial force on the droplet is large enough to overcome surface tension. Droplets are
generated after breakup of a jet at some distance downstream in this regime. Emulsification
processes using T- or Y-shaped junctions in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microfluidic
systems have been applied for bioassays or drug delivery. The scaling laws of droplet
formation by cross flow in T-junction devices were investigated, leading to discovery of three
droplet formation patterns: (1) at Ca<0.002 (plug flow is dominant when squeezing regime
occurs because n cross-flow shear is low and cannot rupture the disperse phase into drops),
(2) at 0.01<Ca<0.3 (droplets are formed with a size comparable to channel cross-sectional
dimension in dripping regime because shear force is large enough to cause breakup at the T
junction), and (3) transition regime between the two. Simple models for dimension prediction
of droplets and plugs as functions of reciprocal Ca were suggested for the squeezing and
dripping regimes, respectively [22]. The formation of plug-shaped droplets and mixing in the
microchannel with a T junction were studied [23]. While the dynamics of droplet breakup has
been systematically investigated in Newtonian fluids, the validity of the understanding has
not been adequately confirmed in non-Newtonian fluid systems. With increasing level of
polymer solution involvement, systematic understanding of the relevant physics of droplet
formation in non-Newtonian fluids has become particularly important. The complex rheolog‐
ical properties of non-Newtonian fluids also affect breakup dynamics and furthermore
challenge the versatility in droplet size control. For example, the stretching and/or thinning of
non-Newtonian liquid filaments will lead to the formation of “bead-on-string” patterns, as the
interface pinch-off is greatly hindered by the polymers’ tendency to recover their equilibrium
state [24, 25]. These beads can subsequently become undesirable satellite droplets, increasing
the polydispersity of the resultant droplet population. These examples attest to the need for a
comprehensive understanding of the role of non-Newtonian viscosity effect in droplet
formation using microfluidic systems. In this section, the non-Newtonian viscosity effect on
the mechanism of droplet breakup, the characteristics of droplets such as final droplet size,
and the frequency of droplet formation will be presented and discussed. We will focus on
shear-thinning and viscoelastic fluids in different types of multiphase microsystems such as
glass capillary device and planar PDMS device.
3.1. Shear-thinning effect
3.1.1. Glass microcapillary device
The  dripping-to-jetting  transition  under  various  flow  conditions  in  a  Newtonian/shear-
thinning multiphase microsystem was characterized [17]. A numerical model of the microcapil‐
lary co-flow device has been developed with a Newtonian fluid injected in a cylindrical capillary
as the dispersed phase at a constant average velocity VDP and a non-Newtonian outer phase
injected through the coaxial square capillary as the continuous phase at a constant average
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velocity VCP (see Figure 2). The dispersed phase was silicon oil, while the continuous phase was
2% (w/v) aqueous solution of sodium rboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) (Mw=250,000 Da, DS=1.2),
which is a pseudoplastic fluid and demonstrates shear-thinning behaviors with its apparent
viscosity defined by Eq.(12) using Cross model. The breakup dynamics in a non-Newtonian
fluid system was compared with a Newtonian fluid system at the same Weber number and
capillary number using the same microdevice. For the Newtonian two-phase flow, silicone oil
was also used as the dispersed phase, while 17% (w/v) aqueous solution of polyethylene glycol
(PEG) (Mw=8,000 Da) was used as the continuous phase. The dispersed phase was purged out
of the orifice (see Figure 3a) with a droplet growing in size and moving downstream while still
connecting with the fluid neck through the orifice via a filament (see Figure 3b). The filament
gradually became thinner (see Figure 3c) and finally broke up into a droplet (see Figure 3d).
The process was repeated afterward. The interface between the two phases was tracked and
compared with experimental measurements with reasonable agreement.
Figure 2. Schematic of the computational domain of multiphase microfluidic system. The closeup view of meshing of
nozzle and inlets is shown in inset. Reproduced from Ref. [17] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Figure 3. Time-lapse images of jet deformation and droplet formation from simulation (upper one in each sub-figure)
and experiments (lower one in each sub-figure) using a Newtonian/shear-thinning two-phase co-flow system (silicon
oil as dispersed phase and CMC solution as continuous phase). The blue and red scale bars are applicable for the ex‐
perimental and simulation results, respectively. (a) The dispersed phase is purged out of the orifice; (b) the main drop‐
let is connected with the fluid neck via a thin filament; (c) the filament becomes even much thinner; (d) satellite droplet
occurs after breakup of the jet. Reproduced from Ref. [17] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Droplet size scales inversely with the capillary number of the continuous phase in a monoto‐
nous fashion in the Newtonian/Newtonian two-phase system [26]. In contrast, the correlation
between the droplet size and the capillary number in the Newtonian/shear-thinning two-phase
system is different. As Caout and the shear rate of continuous phase increase, the viscosity of
continuous phase is reduced for shear-thinning fluids such as CMC, leading to formation of
larger droplets [27]. However, when Caout increases beyond a critical value, the viscous drag
can overcome the surface tension effects that would otherwise minimize the stretching of the
fluid neck by drawing the fluid interfaces closer to the orifice. The fluid neck becomes stretched
and elongated at high Caout, fluid neck will subsequently become thinner, the shear rate of the
continuous phase starts to decrease, the viscosity of continuous phase will increase for a shear-
thinning fluid, and eventually the droplet undergoes size reduction beyond a critical Caout.
3.1.2. PDMS device
The effects of the generalized power law coefficient, the power law exponent and the yield
stress on the mechanism of drop breakup, final drop size, and frequency of drop formation
were studied using 3D volume of fluid (VOF) model in multiphase flows in T-shaped micro‐
channel where the fluids are Newtonian/power law and Newtonian/Bingham [28]. The
pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) algorithm was used in the transient
calculations for droplet generation and deformation. The technique of piecewise-linear
interface construction (PLIC) [29] that satisfies the accuracy of the surface tension calculations
was adopted in this numerical model. The droplet diameter decreased and frequency increased
with n ≤ . 0.9 and n ≥ . 0.92. The products of ηcp. and γ˙ did not change much from K = 0.0011 to
0.0106 Pa s. For Bingham fluid, the droplet extension increased significantly as yield stress
became larger. A plug-flow region was found in flows of Bingham fluids, and the width of the
region was proportional to the yield stress. With a Bingham fluid as the continuous phase, an
obvious transition period was found before the droplets can be formed steadily. During this
transition period, droplets coalescence was observed. Microdroplet formation in different
channel geometries has been studied. For instance, the formation of droplet from an aperture
was investigated under the cross-flow conditions in microchannel emulsification process [30],
where an oil phase was dispersed into shear-thinning continuous-phase fluid through a
microchannel wall made of apertured substrate. The dispersed oil phase first grew to a jetlike
deformed droplet, indicating that the net shear effect on the droplet surface in the flow
direction of a non-Newtonian continuous phase is stronger than that in Newtonian flow. The
detached droplet had a diameter less than half of the droplet size in the Newtonian flow case,
showing a drastic reduction in the droplet size by the non-Newtonian effect in typical dripping
regime, due to higher shear stress near the wall. Simulations of a droplet passing through an
axisymmetric contraction were performed using VOF algorithm [31]. When the disperse phase
was shear thinning, the local viscosity of the droplet decreased as it entered the contraction,
remained low while within the contraction, and increased as it exited. When the continuous
phase was shear thinning and the dispersed phase was Newtonian, the droplets tended to
deform less than their shear-thinning counterpart when entering the contraction.
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3.2. Viscoelastic effect
3.2.1. Glass microcapillary device
The flow patterns at different ratios of flow rate with viscoelastic continuous phase of 5%
w/v PAA solution and dispersed phase of silicon oil were characterized [17]. The elastic forces
from viscoelastic continuous phase help to overcome interfacial tension and thus facilitate
transition to jetting at smaller magnitudes of the viscous forces. Droplets adopted a spherical
or nearly spherical shape in Newtonian/Newtonian or Newtonian/shear-thinning multiphase
microsystem, while the droplets experienced significant deformation in the viscoelastic non-
Newtonian continuous phase, because elasticity of the suspending liquid can facilitate the
deformation of the Newtonian droplets [32]. For instance, the droplets adopted an elliptical
shape after breakup and relaxed into pointed shapes. Droplets became more pointed as the
radius decreased and the flow rate ratio increased before it transitioned to the jetting regime.
The degree of droplet deformation increased, leading to formation of droplets with more
pointed shape, when elastic effect became more pronounced at higher Weissenberg number.
This work helps to understand how the complex rheology behavior of viscoelastic fluid can
influence the breakup dynamics and droplet formation in multiphase microfluidic system
when glass capillary device is used.
3.2.2. PDMS device
Highly controlled shear in viscoelastic media can lead to droplet rupturing down to a unique
size and the shear-thinning nature enhances the monodispersity [33]. The droplet formation
and breakup dynamics of elastic and Newtonian fluids in T-shaped microchannels for
continuous phase were investigated [34]. For both cases, reduction in droplet size was found
when cross-flow shear force was increased via increase of viscosity ratio of continuous phase
to dispersed phase. For non-Newtonian case, after the droplet grew to a large enough size and
was pushed downstream by the cross-flow, dispersed-phase filament was formed between the
junction and the connected droplet. The filaments were stretched at two different rates and
broke up into secondary smaller droplets. A critical Ca number existed for the inception of
monodisperse secondary drops. The obvious presence of the filament during the drop
detachment process of these elastic fluids when compared to its Newtonian counterpart shows
that fluid elasticity played an important role in resisting drop pinch-off, and the presence of
elasticity created a significant difference in drop formation dynamics, while this contributed
little to the final drop size and drop productivity. The morphology of droplets was determined
by polymer molecular weight and viscosity ratio. A slight reduction in primary drop size is
expected with increasing levels of elastic stress within the filament, as the mass of fluid within
the filament between two primary drops is excluded from effectively draining into the primary
drops at either end of the filament. Analysis of the filament dynamics during the drop
detachment stage revealed that there are two distinct regions: a pre-stretch region and an
exponential self-thinning region. The effect of viscoelasticity of drop and medium on drop
deformation was investigated, and the strategy to control the drop shape was proposed [35].
When a Newtonian drop was suspended in a viscoelastic medium, in the narrow channel
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region, ellipsoid-like droplet was found. In contrast, droplet normally adopted bullet-like
shape in a Newtonian/Newtonian microsystem. When a viscoelastic drop was suspended in
Newtonian medium, the drop swelling extent to the cross-stream direction was enhanced at
the outlet of the channel, due to the normal stress difference developed in the viscoelastic fluid.
4. Synthesis of functional materials using microfluidics
4.1. Fabrication of microfluidic emulsification system
The most common microfabrication methods for creating microfluidic devices are photoli‐
thography and soft lithography. Studies in optimizing these techniques have been extensively
reported [36–40]. Photolithography actually refers to the transfer of a pattern of chromium on
a hard material such as glass or silica plate and is known as the most important step in the
microfabrication process. The whole process of photolithography involves substrate cleaning,
photolithography, metal deposition and wet/ dry etching [41]. Silicon wafer is initially heated
to a temperature of 150 °C to remove any moisture that may be present on the surface.
Contaminant on the surface of silicon wafer can be removed by cleaning procedure [42]. After
the cleaning process, silicon wafer is spin coated with a thin and uniform layer of photoresist.
The silicon wafer along with the photoresist is then placed into the ultraviolet (UV) exposure
machine for alignment and exposure. The exposure of photoresist toward UV light triggers
chemical reaction; thus the exposed photoresist can be removed by a solution aimed to remove
unreacted photoresist. The geometric pattern can be defined onto the silicon wafer by either
positive photoresist or negative photoresist. Positive photoresist becomes soluble upon
exposure whereas the unexposed regions become soluble when negative photoresist is used
[43]. Soft lithography is a low-cost technique to replicate the microchannel pattern using the
master mould generated with photolithography technique. In most of the applications, PDMS
is the preferred elastomeric materials to be used as the patterned replica which transfer the
original pattern of a master by molding or printing. The flexibility of the PDMS replicas allows
patterning on nonplanar structures through micro-contact printing or micro-molding. As
compared to chromium mask, film masks with similar pattern not only cost 20–100 times
cheaper but also with a shorter production time. The subsequent process is very similar to the
photolithography process with the only difference in which the negative replica is generated
by casting an uncured prepolymer of PDMS against the geometry design [36]. However, these
techniques require sophisticated instrumentation and clean room that sometimes are not
readily available. Consequently, rapid yet low-cost prototyping technology, as a result of
impressive development of microfabrication process aimed at reducing the fabrication interval
and cost needed in conventional microfabrication processes such as xurography, was proposed
to construct the devices [44, 45]. In addition, most of these techniques do not require clean-
room facilities as well as sophisticated steps to produce high-quality and long-lasting micro‐
fluidic devices [46]. Xurography utilized cutting plotter with a 10 µm resolution that can
directly create microstructures without photolithographic process or chemicals [47]. The
design pattern was cut onto an adhesive vinyl film. This was followed by removal of undesired
portions of film using a pin/ blade. The remaining film with desired design was then trans‐
ferred onto a substrate, i.e., transparent plastic with the aid of the application tape to prevent
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deformation of the design. The transparent plastic along with the designated film was then
used to create an epoxy master mould in order to produce replicas of PDMS device. Although
xurography does not possess high resolution as compared to standard lithography techniques,
the accuracy of this method was falling within 10 µm of drawn dimensions and the feature
variability was less than 2 µm [47].
4.2. Synthesis of particles using single-emulsion template
The ability to form droplets with a microfluidic device allows one to structure fluids to disperse
a continuous fluid into a series of equally sized liquid spheres. These spheres can then be
solidified to produce particles of the same size and shape. Monodisperse microgels consisting
of cross-linked network of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) can be formed from single
emulsion (see Figure 4) [48, 49]. Such PNIPAm microgels swell and shrank reversibly in
response to changes in temperature. The size change occurred around 32°C, which is close to
the human body temperature. Hence, these microgels have been extensively evaluated for
controlled delivery of water-soluble drugs. Low polydispersity of PNIPAm microgels is
desirable for drug delivery applications as it could lead to narrow distribution of drug loading
levels and uniform release kinetics. Lipids or hydrocarbons are known as natural choice of the
shell material as most of them are solid at room temperature, thus enabling the robust
encapsulation under ambient conditions [50].
Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of a capillary-based microfluidic device for fabricating monodisperse PNIPAm mi‐
crogels. Fluid A is an aqueous suspension containing the monomer, cross-linker, and initiator; fluid B is oil, and fluid
C is the same oil as fluid B but contains a reaction accelerator that is both water and oil soluble. The accelerator diffus‐
es into the drops and polymerizes the monomers to form monodisperse microgels. Cross-sectional views at different
points along the device length are shown in the second row. Reproduced with permission from [48]. Copyright (2007)
by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (b) Size change of PNIPAm microgels in water triggered by changing the
temperature. The scale bar in Panel b denotes 100 µm. Reproduced with permission from [49]. Copyright (2008) by the
Royal Society of Chemistry.
A demonstration of the fabrication of monodisperse colloidosomes, microcapsules with a shell
composed of tightly packed colloidal particles, has been made using colloidal PNIPAm
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microgels as building blocks [51]. An aqueous suspension of amine-functionalized sub-
micrometer-sized PNIPAm microgels was emulsified in an oil capsule using a single-emulsion
microfluidic device. Prior to emulsification, a small amount of glutaraldehyde was added to
the aqueous mixture. The colloidal PNIPAm microgels assembled at the oil-water interface
within the emulsion droplets due to the presence of hydrophobic isopropyl groups and
hydrophilic acrylamide groups. Glutaraldehyde molecules, owing to their two reactive sites
each, served as connecting links between the amine-functionalized microgels through an
amine-aldehyde condensation reaction. Colloidosomes were formed via interlinking of the
microgels at the oil-water interface, as shown in Figure 5a. The colloidosomes exhibited similar
thermosensitive behavior with the constituent microgels. The diameter of the colloidosomes
decreased by 42%, roughly equivalent to an 80% decrease in volume, when the temperature
was higher than the phase-transition temperature of PNIPAm (see Figure 5b). Such material
is thus very promising in applications that require targeted pulsed release of active materials.
Figure 5. (a) Schematic representation of a technique used for fabricating colloidosomes using PNIPAm microgel parti‐
cles as building blocks and emulsion droplets as templates. (b) Equilibrium size change of PNIPAm colloidosomes and
the constituent PNIPAm microgels. Colloidosomes were dispersed in water and heated from 20 to 50 °C in fixed incre‐
ments of 2 °C and then to 55 °C. Images were captured after allowing the sample to equilibrate for 30 min at each tem‐
perature. The sample was then cooled down to 20 °C using the same temperature steps. Size-change data of the
constituent PNIPAm microgels over the same temperature range were collected using dynamic light scattering. Adapt‐
ed and reproduced with permission from [51]. Copyright (2010) by American Chemical Society.
4.3. Synthesis of particles using double and higher order emulsion template
Double emulsion can also be used to template structures, but these structures have more
elaborated shapes. To illustrate this templating process, thermoresponsive PNIPAm was
chosen as the matrix polymer to obtain environmentally sensitive microgel particles with
microshell structure [52]. To form the pre-microgel droplets, an aqueous microgel precursor
solution was emulsified in a continuous oil phase. Pre-microgel droplets were loaded with
inner droplets of another oil in the formation process, thereby creating a shell structure, as
shown in Figure 6a. After droplet formation, the shell was gelled by thermal monomer
polymerization by photochemical polymer-analogous gelation, yielding uniform PNIPAm
microshells as shown in Figure 6b. Operating the device with different flow rates can produce
shells with two cores, as shown in Figure 6c.
Colloidosomes of diblock copolymers have been fabricated by combining water-in-oil-in-
water (W/O/W) droplet encapsulation and dewetting transition in a microcapillary device [53].
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The properties of the colloidosomes, for example, membrane thickness, mechanical response,
permeability, and thermal stability, can be tuned by varying the block ratios of the block
copolymers and the homopolymer [54]. Multicompartmental polymersomes can be generated
based on encapsulation of a controlled number of single polymersomes through a reinjection
method [55]. Besides using glass capillary devices, double emulsions can be formed in PDMS
device. This can be achieved using two drop makers in series [56–58]. The first drop maker
produced the inner drops, which were fed into the inlet of the second drop maker, which
produced the outer drops. This type of double emulsification can be achieved using either
cascading T junctions or flow-focus drop makers. Generally, serial flow-focus devices are used,
because the symmetric injection of the middle and continuous phases helps prevent wetting
of the drops on the channels, making the formation more robust. In addition to geometrical
considerations like this, it is also necessary to control the wetting properties of the devices;
however, in contrast to single-emulsion formation in which only uniform wetting is required,
spatially patterned wettability is required in double or higher order multiple emulsification.
Wettability determines the type of emulsion formed in PDMS device channel: oil-in-water
emulsions are formed in hydrophilic channels, while water-in-oil emulsions are formed in
hydrophobic channels. The need to spatially control the wettability in PDMS devices has
stimulated techniques to spatially modify device surface properties. With a photo-patterning
approach, the devices were filled with a solution that only reacts with the channels under
exposure to intense UV light [58]. Since the UV beam can be shaped using holes, slits, and
lenses, this approach allows for the creation of complex wettability patterns. However, in the
case of double-emulsion devices, only a very simple wettability pattern is needed, and the
added complication of having to align the photo-pattern with the microchannels can make this
approach unattractive in these instances. For the simple patterns needed for these devices, a
different approach is available that trades versatility in the pattern shape for simplicity in the
treatment process. This flow-patterning technique controls wettability by introducing a
reactive solution into select portions of a device and preventing it from going using the flow
of an inert blocker solution [59]. The reactive solution changes the wettability only in the treated
Figure 6. Microfluidic production of hollow microgel shells. (a) A glass microcapillary device is used to create an oil-
water-oil double emulsion with a semidilute solution of cross-linkable pNIPAAm as aqueous phase. Subsequently,
these droplets are cured by UV exposure as they flow through a delay capillary a few centimeters downstream (not
shown). (b) pNIPAAm microshells obtained from the experiment in Panel A. (c) Double-core microshells obtained
upon slight variation of the flow rates in the experiment. All scale bars denote 200 µm. Reproduced with permission
from [52]. Copyright (2010) by the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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regions, while the untreated areas retain their default wettability. By controlling how the
solutions are injected, wettability patterns for W/O/W or O/W/O double emulsions can be
created.
One of the advantages of PDMS-based microfluidics is the ability to customize the devices to
construct sophisticated channel networks. High-order multiple emulsions can be formed by
scaling up device complexity. A high-order multiple emulsion is the logical continuation of a
double emulsion to larger numbers of nested droplets: A triple emulsion is a double emul‐
sion encapsulated within a droplet, while a quadruple emulsion is merely a triple emulsion
inside yet another droplet. As shown in Figure 7a, double emulsions can be formed by addition
of another droplet maker; together also pattern wettability, so that the inner drops were
encapsulated within larger drops of an immiscible phase (see Figure 7b) [60]. The design can
be further improved to make higher order emulsions such as triple, quadruple, and quintu‐
ple emulsions by addition of third,  fourth,  and fifth junctions,  as shown in Figure 7c–e,
respectively.
Figure 7. Serial drop maker arrays used to form multiple emulsions. A single-emulsion droplet takes one drop maker
to create (a), whereas double, triple, quadruple, and quintuple emulsions take two, three, four, and five drop makers in
series to create, (b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively. The wettability of the multiple emulsion devices has been patterned
so that it inverts between hydrophilic and hydrophobic from one junction to the next. Reprinted with permission from
[60]. Copyright (2009) by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
A number of polymer solutions cannot be used to synthesize particles in microfluidic devices,
as challenged by their non-Newtonian properties. For instance, lipid melts such as coco
glycerides tend to be viscous and stick to channel surfaces because of the amphiphilic prop‐
erties of the constituent molecules; they also have low interfacial tension with oil or aqueous
carrier phases. Polymer solutions of long-chain polymers such as PNIPAm or polyurethane-
polybutadienediol (pU-pBDO) can form excellent particles, but appear to be viscous and have
significant viscoelastic response at the shear rates required for controlled droplet formation,
thus significantly limiting the applicability. One-step double emulsification enables formation
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of monodisperse particles from fluids that cannot normally be used in droplet-based micro‐
fluidics, including viscous or viscoelastic polymer solutions or low interfacial tension polymer
melts. For example, a robust droplet formation mechanism has been proposed and demon‐
strated with highly viscous inner jet surrounded by a Newtonian fluid in one-step double
emulsification, leading to formation of equal-sized droplets (see Figure 8) [61]. It takes long
time for the droplet to relax into a spherical shape because of high viscosity of the fluid. The
shape of droplet can be fixed by rapid solidification such as photoinduced cross-linking. This
provides alternate approach to synthesize new types of particles, such as those made from
waxy lipids or semidilute entangled polymer solutions.
Figure 8. Demonstration of failing and succeeding emulsification using single- and one-step double emulsification, re‐
spectively. (a) Emulsification of a viscoelastic semidilute pNIPAM polymer solution and the resultant particles below.
(b) Emulsification of a viscous and viscoelastic polymer solution composed of pU-pBDO and the resultant particles
below. (c) Emulsification of a low interfacial tension and viscous lipid melt and the resultant particles below. All scale
bars in the lower panels denote 100 µ m. Reprinted with permission from [61]. Copyright (2011) by Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
5. Outlook
Functional materials such as microcapsules, microgels, colloidosomes, and microshells are
ubiquitous in daily life and play crucial role in numerous industrial applications driven by
microencapsulation. The materials can be obtained from the breakage of dispersed phase into
droplets with controlled structure and monodispersed size in multiphase microsystem using
emulsion as template. However, the practical applications of the technique are challenged as
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the fluid precursors must be compatible with the formation of droplets in microfluidic devices.
For instance, fluids with a low viscosity, negligible viscoelastic response, and moderate
interfacial tension are required to facilitate formation of droplets. If even one of these con‐
straints is not satisfied, polydisperse particles are formed or even jetting occurs. This may
happen especially when one has to deal with biological fluids and polymeric solutions that
contain molecules of high molecular weight. These complex fluids exhibit a non-Newtonian
behavior which may considerably affect both the jetting/dripping transition and the growth
of perturbations in the jetting regime. A number of novel approaches have been proposed in
the last few years to fulfill research needs to achieve better control over drop size, degree of
monodispersity, internal structure, and production rate. In this chapter, we have reviewed
these novel microdroplet-based techniques when non-Newtonian fluids are involved. We
focused on the synthesis of functional materials and how they can be linked with real industrial
and biochemical demands. Despite of the rapid development, one of the major opened avenues
for investigation is the material forming, through which one obtains a final solid phase,
normally in the form of powders or suspensions made of microparticles, microcapsules, etc.
More efforts should be given to the relevant research so that material forming can be carefully
designed and well controlled to prevent unfavorable effects including coalescence, aggrega‐
tion, or shell degradation and disintegration. Attention should also be paid to the development
of advanced approach to inhibit the occurrence of satellite droplets and control polydispersity
when non-Newtonian fluids are used in microfluidic system. This will eventually help to
achieve applications such as advanced drug delivery.
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